Windows 10 devices from HP

Code. Anywhere.
Affordable and secure Windows 10 devices are built for
education and help classroom teachers and students learn computer
science and build computer science programs at their schools.

Better learning outcomes

Comprehensive security
and privacy

Assistive technologies such as real-time
translator and Immersive Reader help
students become better readers.

Windows Defender SmartScreen helps
protect students from unsafe websites,
ads, and downloads.

Cognitive services giving users the power
of AI at their fingertips, with powerful
features such as speech recognition, text to
speech, and ink recognizer

Student Lobby and admin tools to set
up safe chat - keeping students safe in
remote Microsoft Teams classes and
meetings.

Pen and Touch provides more experiential,
accessible learning with the ability to draw,
sketch, ink, take notes and collaborate
from anywhere

Built in threat protection with Microsoft
Defender Antivirus helps detect and
block malware.

Ideal for remote and hybrid learning
Office 365, OneNote and Teams are critical tools educators can count on to improve student
engagement with remote and hybrid classrooms.
Free training, professional development and tools for teachers better prepare them for remote
or hybrid teaching and learning. 
Untethered deployment and management is perfect for hybrid learning.

Learn more about the benefits of Windows 10 devices for computer science and coding.
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TEALS for EDU

Equip students for a future in computer
science with Windows 10 devices from HP
Whether learning computer science from home or in the classroom, TEALS and HP education solutions
help unlock the potential of every student and educator.

HP 255

HP ProBook x360 11 EE

Budget friendly.
Student ready.

Rugged x360, built for
schools and adaptable to
every style of learning.

HP Stream 11 Pro EE

HP ProBook 400 series

Essential performance
at an affordable price
point.

Automatic security solutions,
powerful performance, and
long battery life.

Key features found in many HP education device solutions
All day
battery
Spill proof

Digital
pen

Good-to-go
LED indicator

LTE

Ruggedized

Security

Touchscreen

Windows
Hello

Microphone

HD Camera

Instant
resume

Learn more about the wide range of Windows 10 devices from HP for Education at

HP Education Editions: Windows laptops

TEALS for EDU

